
Abstracts – The article deals with the processes of elements
redistribution in surface stratums of alloys. It should be
stressed that these stratums are to be subjected to pulsing of
irradiation by means of beams charged. Masstransfer model
in alloys using pulsing irradiation on is considered here. This
model involves elements distribution in the internal stress fi�
elds, temperature gradients and point defect concentration.
This article presents the calculations of concentration profi�
les in elements distribution. It should be emphasized that we
tend to evaluate the contribution of different mechanisms in
elements redistribution. This investigation allows us to ob�
tain of alloys vs.  temperature gradients and vacancy gradi�
ents concentration and also vs. internal stress if taking into
account pulsing irradiation.

1. Diffusion kinetics model  according 
to vacancy mechanism while being irradiation 
by charged particles beams 

As a result of pulsing irradiation we can observe a
nonuniform sample heating; nonequilibrium point
defects formation and the appearance of stress wave
being propagated in the material. If to assume diffe�
rent types if irradiation, particles energy and current
beam density, we can obtain three types of field
stress: stress such as thermoelastic stresses; plastic
deformation stresses and shock wave.

The following factors should be taken into calcu�
lation when derivation a kinetic diffusion equation
(1): thermodiffusion, diffusion under the impact of
point defect gradient, diffusion in stress field. The
diffusion kinetic equation is based on random atoms
springs. Thus the diffusion kinetic equation is obtai�
ned in this case. This article [1] describes the detai�
led equation deduction.

The first component reflects the concentration
mechanism. The second in the equation (1) descri�
bes thermal diffusion flow. It should be outlined that
this flow tends to the opposite direction against tem�
perature gradient i.e. the more mobile component is
stored at the cold end of the sample. The third term
in the right hand column explains the process of re�
distribution of elements caused clue to nonuniform
of nonequilibrium vacancies. 

In this case the more mobile component should
move from a surface sample. The fourth component

reflects barrodiffuzion mechanism, under effect of
the given mechanism the more mobile atoms travel
in the direction of more intense state of a crystalline
lattice

(1)

where CA, CB – is atoms concentration such А и B;
D
~

– mutual diffusion coefficient, P – Internal stress
in a material, E – modulus of elasticity, k – Bolt�
zmann constant, T – temperature, DA, DB – coeffici�
ent of elements diffusion, EA, EB – energy of diffus�
ion activation, cV – vacancy concentration, b – latti�
ce parameter.

2. Numerical analyze of concentration profile 

The investigation of concentration elements redi�
stribution  according to the depth sample in metallic
systems carried out by means of irradiation with the
help of pulse electron beam with energy 500 keV,
current density 1 kA/cm2, impulse duration 2,5 mic�
roseconds.

It was conducted the calculations of temperature
in the sample by means of electron irradiation. The
distribution profile of wave stress for these calcula�
tions was taken the reference documentation [2].      

Nickel and chrome concentration profiles results
in iron matrix (Fig.1) are conducted according to
equation (1). 

Calculation results are conformed to obtained
data for steel 12Х18Н10Т, irradiated by electron
bunch with energy 500 keV, current density
1 kA/cm2, impulse length 2.5 μs.

On the basis of calculations the analysis of the in�
fluence of each mechanism (such as thermodiffus�
ion, diffusion under the vacancy concentration gra�
dient, barrodiffusion) against elements redistribution
we developed our investigation. We managed to ob�
tain that the dominant mechanism is considered to
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be masstransfer in stress field by means irradiation
electron beams with energy 300–500 keV, current
density 0,5–1 kА/cm2 and microsecond pulse length.
Calculations analyze show  that for the appearing of
the masstransfer observed it is necessary to create a
considerable concentration of point defects in the
material (up to 10–2 atomic part, at.p.). Almost the
same concentration of point defects is activated by
irradiation. Elements redistribution observed we can
obtain by effecting of stress field and nonequilibrium
point defects redistribution in assemblage. 

Fig. 1.  Steel 12Х18Н10Т. Nickel distribution after
irradiation by electron beams with energy 500 keV,
current density 1 kА/cm2, length of impulse is 2.5 μs

Fig. 2.  Steel 12Х18Н10Т. Chrome distribution after
irradiation by electron beams with energy 500 keV,
current density 1 kА/cm2, impulse length 2.5 μs

The calculations of a doping elements flow  in an
iron matrix are carried out depending on major ele�
ments redistribution are made. Chrome flow   indu�
ced by a temperature gradients demonstrate that
when we have low values of a  temperature gradient,
there is a feeble impurity travel  (Fig. 3). The flow
makes up 3,46.10–6 kg/m2s at 104 К/m where the me�
an temperature of sample surface is 1000 К.

If we take  low values of a temperature gradient
we can notice that the mean temperature of sample

surface does not effect flow increase chrome. It
should be pointed out that the essential increase of
impurity flow takes place at higher temperature gra�
dient from 107 К/m up to 108 К/m. Such temperatu�
re gradients are characteristic for pulsing irradiation
by ions beams. In our calculations we took the  va�
cancy concentration gradient started equal 0, the va�
cancy concentration the whole depth a sample equal
10–4 at.p.

Fig. 3.  Flow of a doping element in system Fe�Cr vs.
temperature gradient

Fig. 4.  Flow doping element in system Fe�V vs. va�
cancy concentration gradient

The second factor, which influences on upon im�
purity masstransfer, is associated with nonequilibri�
um vacancies distribution in sample depth. Vacancy
concentration gradient can be charged in a range
from 10–9 at.p/m till 10–20 at.p./m. on average.

The flow makes up 1,1.10–5 kg/m2s if we have  low
values of a vacancy concentration gradient that is
10–5 at.p./m and  temperature 1400 К.

We can observe considerable impurity travel
when the vacancy concentration gradient is more
than 10–1 at.p./m (Fig. 4, 5). Similar dependence's
are characteristic for doping elements.
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Fig. 5. The flow of doping element in system Fe�Сr
vs. vacancy concentration gradient

The third factor is considered to be the internal
stress with effects on mass transfer and appears in
material by means pulsing irradiation. As the nume�
rical analysis show if there are no temperature gradi�
ent and vacancy concentration gradient the flow of
doping elements will be 10–6 kg / m2s in total (sample
temperature is 1000 K, vacancy concentration is
10–4 at. p.). I.e. the flow induced only by internal
stress, does not experimentally mass transfer. But
when temperature gradient is 103 K/m and vacancy
concentration gradient is 10–1 at. p./m in this case
impurity doping will rise up to 0,1 kg/m2s. 

Fig. 6 show current dependence against pressure
value caused by pulse irradiation. The maximum
flow which appears when using limiting  pressure by
means of pulse irradiation should not exceed
0,23 kg/m2s. This flow is less, than the flow  induced
a temperature gradient and a vacancy concentration
gradient.

Fig. 6. The flow dependence of doping element in
system on the basis of iron basis according to internal
stress

The can observe the flow increase if this material
has internal stress gradients (Fig. 7). As the results of

computing demonstrate the flow increase is obser�
ved. 

The pressure gradient is more than 1012 Pa/m, tempe�
rature also influence upon observed mass transfer (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Chrome flow dependence in the iron matrix
vs. internal stress gradient taking into account vario�
us temperatures

Fig. 8. Chrome  flow dependence in iron matrix vs.
internal stress gradient pressure (up to 1010 Pa/m) in
accordance with various temperatures

Fig. 9. Impurity flow dependence in the iron matrix
vs. internal stress gradient

Dependence obtained for ferrum – chrome sy�
stem can be considered for some other doping ele�
ments (Fig. 9).
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Care should be taken that propagation of sym�
metric sine wave should not lead to masstransfer the�
oretically calculations according to the model indi�
cate that the wave stress symmetric profile does not
cause elements redistribution (Fig. 10).

The areas relation under stress wave profile was
introduced for analyzing of the profile form influen�
ce on alloy components flow.

The areas relation was calculated concerning the
part of stress wave profile with positive and negative
gradients. 

The computing results indicate that if increase
profile asymmetric we can receive the increase of al�
loy components flow.

It should be emphasized that the definite mathe�
matical dependence between wave profile and alloy
components flow was discord. Hence we could sup�
pose that stress wave of asymmetric form contribute
elements distribution.

Fig. 10. The dependence of impurity flow vs. stress
wave profile form propagating by means of pulse ir�
radiation

3. Conclusion

Influence evaluation of different competitive
mechanisms of mass transfer show that the maximum
flow of alloys elements caused by temperature gradient
under pulse irradiation by beams of charged particles is

0,8 kg/m2s, the maximum flow induced by vacancy
concentration gradient is 1,1 kg/m2s. The maximum
flow caused by pressure gradient which is 2,5 kg/m2s.

According to numerical analysis flow values
cause by different mechanisms are close to each
other. However, the flow caused by pressure gradient
is maximum. The pressures gradient arising under
materials irradiation plays the main role in elements
distribution forming after irradiation

The equation analysis and calculations results de�
monstrates that the following factors should be taken
into consideration to create masstransfer :
а) the presence of considerable concentration of

point defects to provide vacancy and interstitial
site diffusion mechanism.

b) high temperature of the sample for the diffusion
process activation and as corollaries of the diffus�
ion coefficient.

c) asymmetrical stress wave spanning out factor is in
the material the last factor is predominant in the
case where the flow in stress wave field is maxi�
mum. When irradiating by pulse beams flows the
stress wave has an asymmetrical form therefore a
noncompensated flow of atoms arises. It is stimu�
lated by spatially time allocation pressure gradient.
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